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THE INTERRnLATIC1,SHIi EVEWE!N TWO AS•PT$ OF CCGNITION

Liollowln• la the translAtioza of fin ar-
ticle by ,. %'. iedrov in N - ! -

717"7e Schocl Maoiarly Papers: F hl -
8ohiCal sciences), foscow No t, 1k,
pages 424,- Al,

A. The if:ect 'ecnar, sin" of Object or 3abJect

1. The relationshi; between the empirioal and
theoreti-ci2 in sciencr, t.ha": is between facts vnd their
explanations, cannot a@ examinea withoat ccnsiderinz var-
ious faceTo of tae o4ject of stu. j, constituting an object
existing outside and Independen ",the cozsaiousness of the
iavestatator iiimself. This means that from the very be-
ginnini in an i ti, isla of e given problem a basic gnosec-
lo#i4cal 4uestion arises -- that of the relationship between
the subject (3) and ob~ect (C), :ietween the process of cog-
htiont and the obiect of cognitior- z (the fat horizontal
line esinifies the r latlcnsnip of S ;o C). le limit our-
sel'ves in t.his paper to an explanation merely of the effect",iecnivnlsm" of objectC 0 on subject 3, igrcrirng a no less
izportant question iealin, with the reverse e-tect of the
subJect on tne object in tfte cognition . and the

racrtica.o. activities of mar,.
2. The entire histcry of science indicates that

beyond ilre-t pnencmern (2) are hidden their eseezice (E),
,t I ie lave (;L): causes, tte internal "mechanism" of

tile •r-ocesses "structure" of things. The essence of -he-
ncmer,ý. aas not been given to us directly, for It is con-
cealea in pnenoxmena and beyond pasnomena; therefore it
must be •svr, revealed, and penetrated, .Zte problem
of scientific oc-itrion ccnsists la discovering the 'aiwb of
pnenomena and =setering them, Suoh a presentation of the
problem :!aes it possible tc reveal two contradictory facets
of tne ctject (0) and present the process of cognition as a
movemenz from ptenomena (p) to their essence (E), or to
their laws (S):

figure I



(Ne fat line ladicates tkhe direction of cognition froLL
one side of the object (pbenomena) to its other side -- to
essezice (3) or laws (L). The rectangle contains the area
of the object).

3. ?here is no barrier between essence and phe-
nomenon, and there Is no basic cleavage other than our
Jtmorary. ignorance of what is concealed behind direct
phenomena. The oesence of a thing Is fully presented, with-
out anything left over, in the phenomenon of this thine.
fverythinp which exists in essence makes the shift to phe-
nomenon and appears in it. Therefore in studying the phe-
nomenon we can perceive its P essence. The opposite
viewpoint (Kantian) is as folIoIs- between phenomenon (p)
and essence (B) there is a basic borderline, hindering the
cognition of the essence of things. Wo.call such a view-
point ainostism.

4. The process of object cognitior begins with
a study of phenomena oonstituting tte external manifestation
of the object, or its exterior, so to say its surface. The
effeot of the objeot (in the form of phenomena) on the sub-
lect and on Its senses furnishes the airi material to
science, the data of sense cognition. This effect can te
direct, indirect, or occur through the medium of some phy-
sioal device, measuring instrument, etc. Empirical data
of and by themselves, as they are established in the pro-
cese of sense cognition, are not lnteroonr.es"ed; they are
Aiscrete. They represent the initial atoms or building
bricks of that materiasof t. ic', the structure of science is
built. We call such discrete empirical materials faos.
Consequently fact is a bit of objective reality established
by us empirically. We sh1ll designate the process of the
effect of various phenomena (p) on the senses (s) of the
subject with light arrows, and with heavy dots -- the dis-
crete empirical material (e) established as a result of
this effect, that is fact (f):

0p

Figure 2

Here we reveal -e inner "mechanism" of the effect of the
object (0) on the subject (S) at the Initial point of co~i-
nition.

5. Since phenomenon (p) contains within itself
a h which e.ýIsts in essence (3), but only contains
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this "everything" in an obscurely expressed, concealed form,
then the facts (f) and the empiricism (e) contain their
concealed general relationship, expressing the law of the
objective phenomena themselves. It is the problem of ecienoe
to elucidate the concealed relationship between the facts,
"to read the Bible of the senses in the relationship" (Jeuer-
bach), that is make this relationship clear and studiable.
Scientific cognition reaches its goal by unification or

gU of facts. Such a problem cannot be solved by
T empirical methods and means. Here abstract thought
(t) is essential, a theoretical approach is necessary, and
logic (1) as well. Relying on the devices of logic, theo-
retical thought synthesizes facts, forms at first their
presupposed explanations, hypotheses (H), then theories (T),
based on a knowledge of the essence (3) of the object and
its laws (L).(see Figure 3).

tl•JTIPIL

Figure 3

Here parathesis means the unification or synthesis
of disparate discrete empirical data (facts), bringing them
Into relationship with the aid of theoretical (t), logical
(1) thought; the upper light arrow indicates that synthesis
of the facts leads to the formation of theories (T) and hy-
pothests (H), to the discovery of laws (LI). The difference
between L and L', as well as the meaning of symbols a and a'
will be explained below.

6. The concept "law" has a dual meaning. It means:
1.) the law of the external world (nature or society) as the
expression or fraction of the relationship of its phenomena
S (L)and 2) the law of science (LI) as an expression in the
consciousness of the subject of the objective law (L) of
nature or society. Objective laws therefore serve as the
content of the laws of science. But since science Is not a
sum total of absolute truths or exhausted knowledge, its
lais are always relative in the sense that they express the
objective laws of the phenomena of the worli not fully but
only partially, approximately. Therefore solentifio know-
ledge of the lawn of the world never oorrespondsfully with



the laws themselves, existing outside and Independent of
the subject. Man oan neither create destroy, nor alter
objective laws. ]nowledge of thaee laws changes constantly.
The breakup of old and elaboration of new formulations of
scientific laws under the influence of scientific progress
may create the false impression that in this process old
laws of the actual world are being broken up and now ones
are being established. Actually, only change and develop-
mont, breakdown and rebuilding of the Ig dat of man In
respect to the laws of the external vorldocur.

7. Transition from empiricism (e) to theory (T),
from facts to their synthesis is not arbitrary. It cannot
be effected by any $Iven method. This transition Is achieved
only in a strictly determined, although not exclusive,
manner. It is determined not by the peculiarities of the
subject and his cognitive capabilities, but by the nature
of the object and primarily by the relationship between its
two contradictory aoets: phenomenon and essence. Since
essence and a relationship between phenomena conforming to
certain laws are one and the same, discovery of an inner
relationship between facts signifies penetration into the
essence of phenomena, which contains within itself this re-
lationship. Oonsequently movement of cognition from em-
piricism (e) t9 theory In Is ts movement from ?henomena to
essents: e X T = p .4i 3. The symbols a and a designate
in essence one and the same method of shift of cognition
from one stage of Its existence to another, higher stage,
viewed either from the ?eouliarities of the oognitive ac-
tions of the subject (a ), or from the various facets of the
object (a). Phenomenolog:'m occurs where the tasks of
science are artificially limited merely to a description of
phenomena, consequently when the function of penetrating
into their essence is removed.

8, Oustomarily in neo-positivist literature reo-
ognition of the oxistence of something beyond the limits of
human sensations is called me yj.•fl. Subjectivists deny
that anything at all can exist outside man and his senses,
while agnostios assert that if something does exist, it can-
not be oognised. Maintaining these positions it is impossible
to understand the essence of the process of cognition. It
is absolutely inexplicable why the transition from empiri-
cism (e) to theory (T) Is effected in Jh1 manner and not in
any other. Actually we are forced to recognize that the
transition from empiricism (e) to theory (T) is determined
by the movement of cognition fromcne(external) side of an
object to the other (inner) side, that is that this trans-
ition is 4etermined by a IgegU of cognition from phe-
nomena to essence. We call metaphysics any artificial
split In the single interconnected process of cognition, any
introduction Into It of artificial partitions, any dogmati-
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zation and absolutatzation of Individual scientific prin'.
oip3.est tany cleavage of on~e facet of cognition from the
process of cognitionz as a whole, for oxample through re-.
maining w'ith eapiricism, with a bar* description of facts.
Thus the "mechanism" of the Interrelationship of subject
with object at a higher stage of cognition Is determined In
the-final analyisis by -the peculiskrities of the object, exis-
ting outside and ine pendent of the subject. There is
nothing metaphysical tit our meaning of the word "meta-
physics" in this explanation,.

II. The M~ulti-Stage Essence and the
"tIMeabanismY of Jtoveali~ng I:t

* ~9. We sba~.U now examine the following problem:
h~ow does the development of scientific theories, their
elaboration, the replacement of certain less develop'~d by

* perfected theories take place? What Is the Inner "mechanism"
of this cognition process? We &hall attempt to furnish an
answer to this question, proceeding from the same principle
on the relationship between the eubjeot (S) and object (0),
which we used above na our guide.

10, We will begin here with au examination of
various !*coet of the object. In ttls respect of great Im-
portanoe la the fact that the essenog of things a~nd phenom-
ena ts not simple, ordinary nor homcg.~neous, but complex,
multi-a~peoot, as if multi-layered cL multi-steriod, Th~ere-
for the shift fromu plienomenon to essence cann~ot be oompleted
in one action, with. one simple stride of cognition, but con-
stwitutefi a lengthy historical. prooebs, temporally infinite;
tthortfore 31ienOe 4+el isk Anige It the essence of
t~hings and phenomena is "multi-storied't, this establisbes
a definite seqjuence In shifting cognition from one "story"
to another, *then to the following. etc. PiguratIvely spea'k-
Ing the movemerA. of oagrnition iu this respect is similar to
an eI!vator: it ir. impossible to rise directly from the
fir'st floor to the %op, bypasaing the second, third, eto.
The sILm* th'Ing occuiar In the process of cogn~ition: ij,,

Sal 0 nby step, stageby ~ ~ ' 1t1e sto!y by'ssh"ea~ll designate with crdiraal
* numbers beginning Wlt,4 the first stage of essence (F)t and

witkt the nyinbols alptia, beta, gamma, delta, etc. -- sub-.
sequent, transitions fronL phenomena to essence of 'the first

* order (a:Lpha) and further from aesence of the first order,
loes profound, to essvence of Vile second order, more pro-
foundi (bet%), from It to essener- of the third order, even
more profound (Xamaa)o etc, In this case tht object uander
study (0) will appear as a uniqize multi-story structure (see
figure 4).
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Figure 4

11. The hietory cf modern atomism serves as an ex-
:ellent illustration and convincing proof of saoa a mult±-
layer or multi-stage nature of the essence of physical and
:hemioal phenomena. At first chemists and physicists studied
only named. phenomena, amassing t4e essential experimental
:zaterial for establishing their science, When at the be-
ginning of the nineteenth century Dalton not only explained
but predict'ed and later discovered experimentally stechio-
:aetrio relationships in chemiotry, he relied on concepts of
.towL . This was the transition from, chemical phenomena (p)
to Gesence of the first order (uf): p -4 31. £n 1369 Men-
leleyev discovered the periodic law of chemical elements;
this was s. firat step toward penetrsting the essence of the
ItoMS theselves, which w&as an essence of the second order
I, ); I1 % 2,. Wbhe. Thompson discovered the electron, pens-
triti on began deep into the atoms themselves, into their
electron mantle. Later Bohr built a model of an atom; due
to this the physical qseence of the periodic law as an essence
of the third order (L): 2o: A EP was liscovered. An even
:eeaper essence, conneOted "•ith phnetration into t12e atomic
Muoile.as, began to be evealed after Chadwick discovered the
neutz-on. (1932): 3 - . Finally, recently the penetra-
tion of physios began into the neutron and other 'elementary"
particles, that is into an even deeper essence. The path
traveled by cognition can be expressed in summary as follows:



12. Zn respect to phenomena subsequent stages of
deepening essence ooeur in a dual manner: 1) either a
deeper and deeper esse8eeO of. g"" the AM phenomenon is
revealed (p] ), .2) or-a deeper emeenceTs revealed through
new, formetll unknown phenomena of a more complex nature
(P2, et, As. a rule in the history of scientific
oognlo'nsboth paths for going deeper Into the essence Inter-

weave, accompany each other and affect each other. 2he gen-
eral "mechanism" for penetrating Into the essen*e of phe-
nomena is represented sohemtically In Figure 5.

P - E2

etetc
Figure 5

Here the symbol 2a represents the direot transition
from phenomena p to e*@ence B2; oorrespondingly 3a signi.
flee the transi on of p. -9 1,s etc. The arrows Indicate
the possibility of a dual tran;ition from essence of the
first order (3 ) of phenomenon (Pt) to essence of the second
order (B2) .sa mse phenomenon (pO): 1) aooordil to the
scheme P, ¶--i-and 2) by the schemes p1, 1 3In the actual histor5 oal process the movement of Uogniti•
from phenomena deep Into th•eir essence occurs In an even
more complex manner, since essence of the second order (B2)
is simultaneously essence of the group of phenomena corre-
sponding to it (p ), as well as a deeper essence relative to
simpler, Initial phenomena (p ) The scheme of this more
egmplex case coabines both predaing ones: pnm4 so I

P 

2- 

.



13. Ohemistry provvle&s u, wi -, sn example of the
first method of penetrating deep itto essence. Chemical
phenomenona (reactions and transformation of matter) have
been known for a long time. At the beginning of the nine-
teenth century they were treated by Dalton Jnd earlier by
Boyle and Lomonosov) sa the joining and dissofoiation of
atoms: in the second half of the nineteenth century and
structural theory -- an the formation, saturation or rupture
of valence bonds; later in electronics by Koesel' and L'is)
-- as interaction (bias, detachment or capture of valence
electrons); finally, in the second quarter of the twentieth
century in quantum mechanics -- as the interaction of elec-
trons (electron clouds) possessing specific spin values. An
example of the second method of penetrating deep into the
essence is provided by atomic physics. In order to pene-
trate deep within the atom it was necessary to discover
electrons and the atomio nucleus as structural atomic par-
tioles. This was preceded by the discovery of the phenomenon
of radioactivity by Becquerel (896). In 1902 Rutherford and

demonstrated that its essence consists in atomic
disintegration. Developing this doctrine further, Rutherford
discovered the atomic nucleus and went deeply into it, reating
nuclear physics. The combination of both methods is seen in
the first example: discovery of a new group of pphe-
nomena (p ), leading to the discovery of electrons, including
valence electrons, exerted lireoot influence on further prog-
ress into the nature of c phenomena (Pl).

14. In accordance with the movement of cognition
deep into the multi-stage-multi-layer essence of things and
phenomena, that is the structure of the object, scientific
theories develop. Penetration into deeper essence usually
causes a radical breakdown of old theories (T ), which up to
that time have been based on a knowledge of its shallower es-
seno.e, and the creation of new theories (T ), which more
fully and accurately reflect the nature ang laws of a given
group of phenomena (object), based on the knowledge of its
deeper essence. We thus reveal a more detailed "mechanism"
of Interaction between subjeot (8) and object (0):

etc

t ... . . . . . . ..

. . .. .. .. . . . . . . .S ...
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Pigure 6

The area of cognition or of the subject (S), reflect-
ing transitions from its empirical to theoretical aspect,
depicts the transition from one, more superficial, side of
the object (0) to another, deeper side, whereby transitions
in the area of the subject (S) correspond exactly to transi-
tions in the area of the object (0). This is the most highly
developed form of the effect "mechanism" of the object on
the subject. Here we are abstraoting ourselves not only from
the reverse active effect of the subject on the object during
the prooess of its practical activities, but also from the
reverse transition from theory to empiricism, which is con-
tinuously going on in the process of scientific cogaition,
when theoretical concepts point out the way for further em-
pirioal research.

15. Oomparing both profiles (or aspects) of the move-
ment of scientific cognition -- from phenomena (p) to essence
(3) and from empirical (a) to theoretical (T), we can put to-
gether the following diagram:

a,

3cc =
PT1

t etc etc FtCJ

Pigure 7

Here the symbol indices of the right section of the
diagram signify the sequential accumulation of now empirioal
material (o,, e , etc.), synthesi•ed In theories replacing
one another in ioquenoo (T 1 , T .eto.); transition from the
empirical material to its thoooitioal synthesis (aW), just as
transitions from old theories to new (bl, g', 4', etc.), cor-
respond to a deepening of cognition in the essence of the ob-
Ject beinA studied (a, b, go d, etc.).

16. 2he history of science shows us how new theories
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are formed with each transition from p;enomena to essence
and from essence of the first order to essence of the second,
higher order. An example is the synthesis of empirical data
in classical Newton mechanics and transition from it to quan-
tum mechanics and the theory of relativity in physics. Here
it Is important that essence of the highest order (E3) in-
cludes within itself essence of the lowest order (31 , con-
stituting =ts development. Simplifying with the aid of ab-
straction our knowledge of deeper essence (k•), we can men-
tally make the reverse joarney and "return" to shallower es-
sence (21). Oorreepondingly, from a more complete theory
(T ), founded on the knowledge of a deeper essence of phe-
nogena, we can mentally make the transition upon stipulating
specific conditions to a lees complete theory (T ), based on
the knowledge of shallower essence (11) of the s&me phenomena.
This signifies -tht any new, more complete theory (T ) in-
cludes within itself the rational content of the forier
theory (T ) as its extreme or particular case. This regular
corresponAenoe between old and new theories in physics was
formulated by Bohr (1913) in the form of the "principle of
correspondence". In stipulating specific conditions rela-
tivity and quantum mechanics (particularly quantum statisti-
cal) relationships regularly make the transition to classi-
cal. The philosophical significance of the principle of
correspondence consists in the fact that it reveals the in-
ternal "mechanism" of the accumulation of grains of absolute
truth (that is total knowledge of the object) in the process
of sequential transition from the one, less complete and
full relative truth to another, fuller and more comprehensive,
but also relative truth. This was demonstrated by Kuznetso#
(1948).

17. A radical breakdown of old theoriis and related
concepts constitutes a genuine revolution In roience. It is
not caused by a new fact per se (for example, the discovery
of a new substance), but by the creation of a uaw theory, the
formulation of a new interpretation of facts, incompatible
with previous theoretical concepts in science. For example,
the purely empirical discovery of oxygen per se did not cause
a revolution in chemistry. In addition, Priestly made this
fact compatible with the phlogiston theory. The revolution
in chemistry began when Lavoisier created the oxygen theory
and proved the falseness of the phlogiston theory. Just like
the revolution in physics, radium caused a revolution only
when the theory of radloactive disintegration was born.

18. All transitions in the development of science from
empiricism to theory and from one theory to another, noted
above by the symbols al, b', g' , etc., constitute a revolu-
tion in science or stages of one and the same revolution.
They occur in the following manner: first within the limits
of one and the same aspect of cognition, correspondingly --
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of the essemoe of one and the same order, a quantitative
accumulation occurs of now empirical data, new facts, which
per so do not yet cause any revolution in existing views.
Then the time comes when the qualitatively increased ex-
perimental material no longer lodges within the framework
of existing views. Then more or lees suddenly and sharply
obsolete vievs crack through their foundations; qualitatively
new views take their plao, theoretically able to embrace and
synthesize all experimental material -- both that which was
accumulated previously and serves as a basis for the old
theories, but particularly that which appeared later, out-
side their framework. Revolution in science is therefore a
leap from one stage of cognition corresponding to essence of
one order, to another stage of cognition, corresponding to
essence of a higher order.

19. The following revolutions took place in the nat-
ural sciences: the overthrow of the geocentric system of
Ptolemy by Copernicus and the creation of a new, heliocentric
system in the sixteenth century, the rejection of the doc-
trine of weightless fluids and the discovery of the law of
preservation and transformatiou of energy in the nineteenth
century by Meyer and others, breakdown of the concept of
the permanent form agud conception of teleologism in biology
and the formulation of the theory of evolution by Darwin.
A great revolution in philosophy and the social sciences was
brought about by the teachings of Marx.

As an example of development by stages we can use the
"latest revolution in natural sciences", as Lenin called It.
It began at the end of the nineteenth and begInning of the
twentieth century; its first ("electron•ic") stage continued
during the first 25 years of the twentieth century. In the
20's the second stage began, brought about by quantum me-
chanics, as well As the theory of relatlvity previously form-
ulated by Einstein; the "quantum-relativity' staga continued
until the end of tle 30's. But already at the beginning of
the 30's, simultan-ously with it, the third stage of the
same revolution began to be born, along with the successes
in quolear pbysics. Tne leap forward here was the theoreti-
cal interpretation of a phenomenon occurring during the
action of neutrons ox the uranium nucleus -- nuclear fission.
Presently this "nuoear-physical" or "atomic energy" stage
has not yet terminat.ed, but signs have already appeared as
harbinger of a fourth stage in the same revolution, in con-
nection with penetration into the "elementary" particles
(nuclons, mesons, etc.), as well as in connection with the
penetration of man into spaze, the rapid development of
cybernetics, success in bioohemlstrf and molecular biology
and other achievements of sclence and technology. This
coming stage of "the latest revolution in natural sciences"
will go into full swing in the very near future.

-. It



SWe can sArrmr.rize aq 'olows: I) breakdown.of
old theories begins when cognition wakeri a new transition to
a deeper essence of thie object baizx studied; 2) at the same
time not 1i1 contained in the former theory breaks down and
is rejected, but only its limitations, absolutes, ascribed to
actuailty, wr•tcn were introduced to it by our reflection but
wn•ii, do not actually exist; 7) everything which was correct
in the old theory, which corresponded to the object itself,
Is retained and maintained in the new theory, but not as
something universal and all-encompassiný; as it appeared in
tne old theory, but 8ubjugated to new and broade. concepts;
4) no matter now perfect and complete a new theory may seem,
it never can become the last stage, exhausting the entire ob-
Ject cf researcii, -hat is it cannot constitute an absolute
truth i% a tota! sense. Ihe essence of the object is in-
finite and inex.ausatible, constltutinz an infinite number of
stages, passing deep into any object of study. Therefore

-cience is nfinite i it, movemer.t toward trutn, and man
can never say: "ierlod! I nave learned everytting, right
.: to the end! "

^1, ,;e will end where we began: it is impossible to
comprehend tne relationsailps between the tneoretical and em-
pirical aspecti or facets of science, scientific cognition,
ignorinE the correlation cetween the aspects of the object
itself, and not elucidating tne effec% "mechanism" of t:.e
object on the subject. Tae key to !.nderstanding tae inter-
relationshlip betweei. these aspects of science and their
unique natare provides a znoseolozical analysis of the prob-
lem of relationship between subject and object. The author
hao attempted to maxe s~cni an analysis from the position of
materialist dialectics (in conclusion the author tnanked the
2articipants of tile symposium for attentively listening to
,is paper and particlpatin3 in the discussion, wnicn lasted
about three nours. On t4eir part the participarz.t of the
symposium expressed irratitade to Vne Sovyet delegation for
settin a:) the readina of the paper, whicn made it possible
for T iiem to become acquainted with the views of Soviet
,hiiophers on this question, avoiding the interinediate
step of doubtful "commentators', presenting joviet philosophy
for ".estern readers in a distorted form. In view of this the
partl.cipant•l of the jymposiliv expressed '.he wish that the
worrs of :oviet phil3sophere, 4f even only the :most impor-
tant ones, be j.ublished alao in Engllsn, since the reat
majority of American and British scientists do not know
Russian, And therefore are deprived of tne opportunity of
becominz acquainted with these wors in the original".

At the end of iUgusz -beginning of September 1962 at Stan-
ford University, the Third International Oongress on Scien-
tific ogic, Yethodology, and khilosophy was held /The pro-
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ceding Congress was held in Zurich in August 195gt7. The
Soviet delegation included Omel'yanovskiy, Semenov and
the author of thii paper. On 27 Lugust one of the sections
of the Zcngreas o*n gneral problems of methodology and
philosophy of scienoJ/ held a symposium on the topic:
"Theoretical and Empirioal Aspects of Science". Specially
Invited persons, the names of whom had already been placed
in the Congress schedule, could participate in the sym-
posium. These were philosopgers Melberg LUSA/, Bergman,
&S47, Popper C'reat Brittig/ and the bio ogist Budger
LGreat Britaig/, as well as Kotarbinska LPolanA7, who could
not come. The Sovlet delegation arrived by the convening of
the Congress and could become aoquainted with the program
only on the spot, when the participants of the symposium
had already been selected. Therefore they could not pre-
sent their petition to partieipate. However it became
necessary to expoun1 their viewpoint on questiong dealt with
in the symposium. On agreement with the directors of the
Congress it was decided to hold a factual session, at which
the author of this paper made as it were an unscheduled
continuation of the symposium. The purpose of this paper
consi-ted in expounding in positive form the viewpoint of
diale'?tical materialism on this question and presenting the
opportunity to the representatives of other philoscphical
schools to discuss It. All participants of the symposium
were invited to the facultative session, in addition :.o
several philosoph rs and natural scientists: Bunge Carmen-
tinja, Kogen LUS4, etc. in order to qive more vitality to
the discussion, it was decided to ask questions and make re-
marks during the course of the reading, interrupting the
speaker. Thl.s made it possible to elinminate unclear points
and misunderstandings arising among the listeners 1ohiefly
dealing with terminologi/in the process of the reading it-
self, in order to focus the subsequent discussion around
the most essential questions. The article presented here
is In an abbreviated form, with the use of the symbol& as
applied at the facultative session of the symposium /the
first lett rs of the corresponding English words were used
as symbols ).

10,284
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THE PHYSIOLOGICAL BASIS OF CONSCIOUSNESS IN
THE LIGHT OP MOST RECENT RESEARCH ON BRAIN ACTIVITY

0ollowing is the translation of an article by
A. yogvin in la S olu:Filosofskiye Nak No 5j 9R pages-42Z49_,--

In the last 15 years, both in the Soviet Union and
abroad, a great increase has been observed in research on the
activity of the brain. As the eminent Canadian neurosurgeon
Penfield puts it, "Neurophysiologists, barely breathing, are
soaring upward to the unconquered heights of knowledge" (W.
Penfield, "Consciousness and Centrencephalic Organization,"
Congress International des Sciences Neurologiques, 1957, II,
Bruxelles, 1957, p. 7). This reaearch, which is of cardinal
importance for many fields of knowledge, is meetingwith greater
and greater interest toward the astounding activity of the human
brain, its mechanisms and capabilities of efficient use of the
principles of this activity for building amazing technical
devices. In a philosophical sense the data obtained through
this research deal primarily with the basic philosophical
problem of the relationship between consciousness and matter
and the basic problems of the theory of cognition. Our task
is to study carefully the latest research on the brain, and,
guided by the instructions of Lenin and the Party Program, to
draw proper philosophical conclusions, carrying out a vigorous
campaign against attempts by idealism to utilize the difficul-
ties of cognition for anti-scientific purposes. At the All-
Union Conference on philosophical problems of the physiology
of higher nervous activity and psychology which took place in
May of this year, it was noted that the further development
of both sciences should be based on the principles of the
teachings of Pavlov and that the task of an ideological fight
for these principles continues and remains a vital job. The
conference also appealed for the creative elaboration of vital
philosophical problems in modern physiology and psychology,
for a bold search for new ways of developing the science of
the brain in accordance with the demands of Communist instruc-
tion.
Brief Data on the Latest Experimental Research in Brain Activity

Major success in modern neurophysiology is due to the
application of the latest achievements of physics and chemistry,
sophisticated microelectrode equipmant, which has made it
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possible to penetrate deeper into the internal relationships of
the nerve elements. The beginning of the new stage of research
Is usually placed at the time of the publishing in 1949 of
the results of experiments by the neurophysiologisti Magoon
(USA) and Moruzzi (Italy) with direct electrical stimulus of
the reticular formation in oats and other animals, which leads
to a change in the electrical activity of the cerebral cortex.
Electrophysiological research discovered new and important
functions of the reticular formaýton and the presence of a
non-specific afferent system., It was determined that branches
(collaterals) pass to the reticular formation from the primary
stream of certain classical specific afferent channels before
it reaches the optic thalamus. Afferent impulsed received
along the collaterals are then sent in a changed form to the
cortex along non-specific channels. The peculiarity of impul-
sation passing along the non-specific system consists in the
fact that, In contrast to the impulses along the specific
channels, providing stimulus to comparatively limited sections
of the cortex, it stimulates almost the entire cortex.

Thus any afferent stimulus passes to the cerebral cortex
through two qualitatively different channels: along known
specific channels and non-specific. The entire system, con-
sisting of the reticular formation and channels leading impul-
ses from it to the cortex, has reoeivedtbodesignation activating
reticular system. Further research, particularly by Soviet
scientists (Anokhin, Narikashvili, Sarkijov et al), introduced
a number of important new elements, specifying and developing
the physiology of the reticular formation. It has been proved
that this nerve structure is not homogeneous, that it exerts
varied and differentiated ascending influence, proceeding along
various channels, that the specific system does not exist
isolated from the non-specific, and that the reticular formation
in turn is affected by activating or impeding impulses from
other nerve structures, primarily from the cerebral cortex.
The latest neurophysiological research has made extremely vital
the old theoretical problem of link between consciousness and
brain or, as it is formulated in the West. "consciousness-brain",
"thinking-brain". Two problems occupy the center of attention
at symposia, congresses, in books and articles by foreign
neurophysiologists: 1) the physiological basis of consciousness
and 2) the nature of consciousness, and in connection with them,
the problem of consoiousness and brain. We shall stop briefly
on the first problem.

.The Physiologioal Basis of Consciousness

The problem of the physiological basis of consciousness
is very important both for physiology, clinic, as well as
psychology and philosophy. Essential data in this respect are
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furnished by clinic, pathology, anatomy and morphology, histology
and biochemistry of the brain, and in particular physiology of
the brain. Recently much importance #as been acquired by cyber-
netics, which has discovered new possibilities for cognizing
the principles of the intern work hgs of the brain. Data
obtained have proved irrefutably that the material basis, the
carrier of the human mind, It the br~in. Expressing the pre-
valent viewpoint of modern physiolfbgitt, the eminent French
eleotrophysiologist Fessard said: "Nobody at the present time
will deny the fact that there exists a nerve substratum for
El (consciousness) in the brain" (A. Fessard, "Mechanisms of
Nervous Integration and Conscious Experience", Brain Mechanisms
and Consecousnes , Oxford, 1954, page 206).

This assertion is a great stride forward from the posi-
tion of foreign physiologists whQ denied the existence of a
nervous substratum to consciousness and the correctness of
physiological study of mental phenomena and, without a doubt,
constitutes a major victory for the ideas of materialism in
physiology. For example, Sherrington asserted that thinking is
not a product of the physiological activity of the brain and
therefore we are incorrect in linking it to spacial physiological
processes in the brain, and knowledge of it "is not given to
analysis by bioloasts and physicists", that is analysis of the
natural sciences /viz. Ch. Sherrington, Man on no Nature,
Cambridge, 1942, page 27. Now, as Fessard correctly notes,
there are differences of opinion on the question of understand-
ing the substratum of consciousness, the area of its localiza-
tion, and we might also add: the nature of connection between
consciousness, brain and the external world. It is on this
problem at present that on the one hand idealistic and dualistic
views occur, including those conventional ones for modern
"physiological" idealism, such as in Sherrington, Ickles,
Walsh, Culenbeck and Brain (Brain himself calls his concept that
the primary inborn function of the nervous system consists in
symbolization, "physiological idealism" Cviz. R. Brain, "The
Cerebral Basis of Consciousness", Brajn, A Journal of Neurology,
vol. 73, part IV, 1950, pages 476-47Z/. On the other hand,
there exist mechanistic and vulgar-materialistic views, equating
consciousness with nervousuphysiological processes. Pavlov
established that two primary mechanisms lie at the basis of the
mental activity of both higher animals and man: the mechanism
of temporary connection and the mechanism of analyzors. In man
both mechanismereach a qualitatively new stage in connection
with the origin and developmant of new, specific to the human
system, temporary connections, a secnnd, speech signal system,
and new laws for the interaction between the first and second
signal systems. Further research has demonstrated the correct-
ness of the Pavlovian principles of the physiological mechanisms
of the mental life of man and animals. In addition, this
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research introduced mioh new material, making our concepts of
the basic mechanisms:of higher nervous aotivity more concrete.

According to modern views the reflex act constitutes a complex

process of active interaction of the organism with the environ-

ment, which is not terminated with action in response to

stimulus, but continues in the form of inverse afferentiation
on the results of this action to the central nervous system
(P. K. Anokhin). Only on the basis of such interaction does
the formation of a subjective form of external phenomena take
place.

Modern research is directed toward revealing what pro-
0e8898 take place deep within the braing up to its individual
nerve cells and their intereonneotions. Revealing the struc-
ture and organization of 'iternal brain processes, this
research emphasizes the importance of internal factors in the
brain and organism serving as a vehicle for the influence of
the environment, the importance of its independent reaction
force, purposeful activity, based on the realization of accu-
mulation of both philogene1c and individual experience fixed
in the nervous structures of unconditioned and conditioned
reflexes.

We shall attempt in brief to examine new concepts pro-
ceeding from data of physiology of the reticular formation for
understanding the physiological basis of consciousness, criti-
cally treating erroneous conclusions formed by foreign sci-
entists. The brain consists of various sections, structures
and areas, which play different parts in the formation and
activity of consciousness. TLerefore it Is necessary to con-
sider the specific role of all these sections, including the
subcortical-formations and the entire column, guided by a
dielectical comprehension of the relationship between the
part and the whole. In view of this we cannot accept as
correct the fact that part of our philosophical literature
attributes the material basis of all higher nervous activity
and all mental processes to conditioned reflex activity of
the cerebral cortex. This contradicts the universally known
determinations of Pavlov in higher nervous activity. The
erroneous nature of a narrow comprehension of a material basis
of consciousness becomes particularly obvious in the light
of the latest neurophysiological research which points out

* the serious importance of subcortical structures in the for-
mation and activity of consciousness and expandsour concept
both of conditioned reflexes and of analyzors as the physiolo-
gical mechanism of reflection.

Analyzers constitute a largA and complex system con-
sisting of various levels, sections and elements, playing
various roles in the total reflective process of the organism.
A constituent part of the analyzors is, the non-specific
afferent system. Stimulus points in the retioular formation
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and along the two afferent ohannels in the cerebral cortex
constitute one functional system. In addition, the reticular
formation has its own special significance In reflection
activity. The end result-of all nervous processes is the
transformation of nerve impulses into a complex mental image,
received in the cortical link of the analyzor. According to
latest neurophysiologioal data, this image cannot form without
the participqtion of the reticular formation (generalized
cortical stiMulus) in preparihg essential conditions for
terminating %he process of completion as a basis for creating
a givon imag4 (viz, Anokhin, "Suocesses of Modern Neurophysi-
ology and Thdir Importance for Elaboratil the Problems of

H'erald of the Academy of Meda 1OU069 1959, No 5, P .

Neurop siological research hAs also ascribed vital
importance tithe problem of emotions& Pavlov frequently
drew attentio* to the specific role of the lower, elementary
emotions in the process of reflection. Obviously the physi-
ological ground for these emotions Is broader than the subcor-
tical bundles, and their content has several levels and com-
ponents. Hungarian neurophysiologists Lishak and Endretsi
assumed that the basic role in the formation of emotional con-
duct is played both by subcortioal mechanisms and the brain
column (viz. Lishak and Endretsi,"Neurohumoral Factors in
Controlling the Behavior of Animals",*Zbh.A! ysshey Nervnoy
Deyatel nost Imena . P. Pavlova Lournal of Higher Nervous
Activity imeni I. P. Paloev_, issue 3, 1960, page 333). It
is a well known fact that Pavlov distinguished elementary
emotions from feelings and viewed the experiencing of the
emotions of hunger, sexual attraction, anger, etc., as the
mental component of complex unconditioned reflexes. In this
respect elementary emotions can be determined as the reflection
and experiencing by the organism of its specific internal
conditions, relating to the satisfaction of its primary needs,
vital tendencies, presented by the food, protection, sexual
instincts, etc., and achieved with the aid of the signal
activity of the large hemispheres. By means of conditioned
reflexes the emotions participate in the process of reflection,
cognition and external phenomena.

The active state of the cerebral cortex requires con-
stant support by stimuli passing from the environment and from
the subcortioal centars. One of such extraordiarily powerful
stimuli are the emotions: raising cortical tonus, they increase
the strength of the traces and transform them into actual
sense images. Consequently, the first signal system is direct-
ly connected with the directive effect from two internal
sources: from the leading second signal system and the sub-
cortex. Emotions constitute the first, direct basis of sense
reflection. Connecting received stimuli with primary vital
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needs and endeavors by the 6rganiem, they provide a certain
force of vital impression to object sensations, a feeling of
reality. "A really healthy, vital thought, having a relation-
ship to experience," said Pavlov, "takes material from actual
impressions and finall from basic emotions..." (Pavlovskiye
Klinicheskive Sre_ Lhvlovian clinical Environmentg/, vol. 2,
Moscow-Leningra cdemy of Sciences USSR Publishing House
1955, page 276; vol. I, 1954, pages 141-340)6

In turn the vitally important reactions of the sub-
cortical structures with their emotional effects are under
constant regulating influence by the oortex and consequently
the higher forms of the mind. Subcortical influences, in-
cluding nonsp6cifio, are subordinate to the cortex and con-
stitute one of the mechanisms by means of which it supports
its active state at a specific level. Thus consciousness
should be viewed as the product of the total physiological
activity of all sections of the cerebrum, each of which
plays its specific part. The cortex cannot form an adequate
image of an object without the essential participation of
all subcortical structures. But in this large and complex
orchestra the roleef director belongs exclusively to it, as
the highest section of the brain. The higher mental functions
are inherent only to the cortex. The problem of the ma-
terial substratum of mental brain activity is thus broad and
complex. However, certain prominent neurophysiologists from
the USA, Canada, France and other countries, in spite of
the fact that they are studying chiefly one facet of the
problem, have embarked on the path of one-sided exaggeration
of the role of subcortical structures in their relationship
to mental phenomena. Some of them have declared that the
upper section of the neural tube constitutes the highest
level of integrating functions in the organism, the nervous
basis of consciousness: hypothesis of the centrencephalic
system (Penfield, Jasper et al). This hypothesis occurred
as a result of appropriate interpretation of data obtained
from studying epilepsy in neuro-surgical practice. With the
discovery of the nonspecific system the hypothesis of the
centrencephalic system, according to the assetion of Pen-
field, "acquired confirmation and support" (W. Penfield,
"Consciousness and Centrencephalic Organization", Conress
Internationau des Sciences neuroloniQues, II, page 10; same
author: "Centrencephali Integrating System", Brain, A
Jqurnal 2f NeurologZ, Vol 81, part 11, 1958, page323).

Soviet physiologists have substantially criticized
the Penfield concept. A number of foreign scientists also
criticize it (Bremer, French, Leshli, Walsh, et al). In
particular, Bremer* Moruzzi and other scientists believe that
the reticular formation exerts a tonicizing influence on the
cortex, essential for maintaining a healthy brain condition,
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which essentially corresponds with the views of Pavlov on
the functions of the subcortex (some foreign neurophyuiol-
ogists commit a serious erzor by confounding the healthy
condition of the cortex, which is a preliminary condition
for normal state and supporting tonioizing influence by
Its suboortioal structures, with consciousness as a mental
process, This leads to an incorrect conclusion on the
area of localization of the material basis of consciousness).
We shall discuss the methodological side of the problem.
Penfield gives the following argument for his concept: "It
is quite obvious that the brain should have # central oo-
ordinating and integrating mechanism. If thib is such a
"machine" as all other machines, then there should be a
place in it toward which streams of sensory impulses run.
There should be a place from which streams of motor impulses
emanate, In order to move both hands in a simultaneous
planned action. There should be neuron chains, by means
of which the activity of both hemispheres Is summarized and
merged In some manner -- chains the activation of which
makes it possible to carry out conscious planning" (W. Pen-
field and L. Roberts, Speech and Brain Mechanisms, Prince-
ton University Press, 1959, page 20).

First of all, analogy of the complex specific ac-
tivity of the brain with machines cannot serve as proof in
substance for the given concept. Secondly, it is incompre-
hensible why the cortex, constituting the most highly or-
ganized brain matter, cannot organize the activity of its
hemispheres, cannot effect coordinating and integrating ac-
tivity, making possible planned and purposeful refle tion
(research carried out in the laboratory by Kupalov ?194§7,
demonstrated that the cortex of the large hemispheres pos-
sesses the capacity of actively regulating its general func-
tional state, finally and accurately establishing the gen-
eral level of stimulability and work capacity essential
for specific external condit4ons, on the basis of con-
ditioned reflex mechanisms Lsee Problemy fiztologlt i
Datolog1 l vysshey vervnoy devatel'nost (Problems of the
Physiology and Pathology of Higher Nervous Activity),
Leningrad, Medical Publishing House, 1960, pages 22-2g7).
One of two things is possible: either the cortex organizes
its activity and the activity of the other structures and
organs in the interest of the whole, or the subcortex or-
ganizes the activity of the cortex, and the cortex -- of
its executory apparatus. In this case the path opens up
for dualism. The presupposition that some kind of central
place must exist in the brain, in which the nervous basis
of consciousness is localized, doubtlessly constitutes trib-
ute to the old, narrow localizationalism. It is true that
Penfield frequently stipulates that consciousness does not
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have a fixed nervous substratum. But the entire course
of his argumentation runs along an opposite path. This is
clearly testified to by the portrayal by him of the physi-
cal basis of mind as organizing activity, located between
the intake of sensory information and volitional motor out-
put action (viz W. Penfield, "The Role of the Temporal
Cortex in Recall of Past Experience and Integration of the
Present", Ciba Foundation, Symosium ot the Neuroloaioal
Basis o .1Bhavior,, Boston, 1955, page-49 7.

adherent of subcortical psychomorphologism, Wein-
schenk, in an article entitled "The Seat of Consciousness",
referring to Penfield and Jasper, asserts that consciousness
is localized only in one section of the brain -- subcorti-
cally, in the embryonic neural tube, and that for con-
sciousness the hemispheres of the large brain are not re-
quired (Curt Weinschenk, "Uber den Sitz des BewuBtseins
Psychiatrie, Neurolngie und Medizinischeachologle, Leipzig,
Vol 2, 1960* pages 48, 50, 51). This viewpoint is Justly
qualified in the same issue of the above Journal as dualism.
A.npwering Penfield, the prominent Belgian neurophysiologist
Bremer convincingly demonstrated that it is impossible to
localize consciousness in any special section of the brain,
in some sort of central department, acting as a state with-
in a state (Brain Mechanisms nd Consciousness, pages 497,
500).

Pavlov also spoke out against quests for a center of
consciousness in some section of the brain. It fellows from
the teachings of Pavlov and his disciples that the physio-
logical basis of mental phenomena is formed not of the ac-
tivity of individual sections, areas and brain structures,
but the entire system of the various nerve formations,
functionally unified for carrying out reflexes, individual
links of the mechanism of which have their seats in various
sections of the brain. Not single reflexes, analyzers,
lay at the basis of even elementary acts, but their unified,
complex mobile functional systems (sensory, motor, etc),
formed during life and expressing the integrity of reflex
activity. Special functional systems merge into a general
complex dynamic system, constantly striving to unify (In-
tegrate) and to stereotype the unified activity and posses-
sing in humans a high capacity for self-regulation (Pavlov).
This is the highest stage of synthetic brain activity (It
is impossible to go into more detail in this article on the
problem of localization of functions and the Pavlovian con -
cept of dynamic localization, correctly considering the
importance of the whole and the part).

The authors of the concept of the centrencephalic
system are under the influence of the analytical approach
to study of the functions of the brain and beyond the im-
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portant role played by a oertain section of the brain do not
see the whole, that is resolve the correlation between the
part and the whole non-dialectically. We should note that
Penfield wavers and sometimes almost reaches the correct
conclusion. Recently he has been emphasizing strongly that
the embryonic neural tube and the cortex are interconnected
and always act jointly& But the important thing Is which
element plays the leading, moot Important role in the cycle
of these interrelationships. In spite of all of his stipu-
lations, Penfield continues to believe that it is the can-

trencephalic organization which constitutes the "nervous
basis of consciousness, and models of action in this organi-
z•tion determine, without any doubt, the nature of conscious-
ness'" (W. Penfield, "Consciousness and CentrOncephalio Or-
ganization", Congress International dUs Sciences neurolo-
aigues, II, Bruxellae, 1957, page 131.

Consciousness is the highest form of reflection and
without any doubt, the substratum of oonsciousness, the
most complex level of integrating functions in the organism,
cannot belong to the lower structures, in an evolutional
respect, of the brain. This is demonstrated by experimental
data in morphology, anatomy and physiology of the brain
(see the compendium Nekotoryye teoreticheskiye vo~rosy
stroyeniya 6 deyatel'nosti z /Some The retical Problems
in the Structure and Activity of the Brain_, Moscow, Medi-
cal Publishing House, 1960). The cortex of the large hemi-
spheres as the highest evolution of the central nervous
system constitutes the most reactive part of It, possessing
the most active nervous processes, the finest and most
accurate capacity for analysis and synthesis, and therefore
it can serve as a substratum for the higher form of re-
flection. "On the background of general rough activity,
carried out by the subcortical centers, the cortex seems
to weave the pattern of finer movements, providing the
fullest correspondence with the vital situation of an ani-
mal" (Pavlov, Polnoye $obranive Sochineniy 7Complete Works_,
Vol III, book 2, page 403).

These properties of highly organized cortical matter
reach their greatest development in connection with the
second signal system, constituting the product of the in-
fluence of new, social stimuli. Without the leading role
of the cortex human evolution would be impossible, for which
acquired knowledge is of exceptional importance. It is
the cortex and its functional mechanisms which carry out
the functions of acquiring, non-inherited transfer and the
further development of accumulated individual experience,
knowledge, fixed in the language, in human behavior, given
substance In the acquisitions of culture, In the entire
social-historical milieu. The cortex of the large hemi-.
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spheres is the main carrier 6f social acquisition. Pavlov
called it "social covering". "Man in his normal state",
Pavlov said, "with the aid of the cortex regulates his be-
havior in accordance with the social demands of the sur-
rounding social environment . . ." (Pavlovskiye Sredy,
Vol 2, page 461.)

From the viewpoint of the Penfield concept it is im-
possible scientifically to expl~in the origin and develop-
ment of the nervous basis of specifically human form of ex-
pression. The Penfield concept lacks the important thing --
the social factor, the correlation between higher nervous
activity of man and his social environment, his way of
life. Underevaluation of the biological and. social role of
the 6rain and its higher section as an organ of communication
with the surrounding world inevitably leads to an exaggera-
tion of thb role of internal factors, to isolation of the
specifics of the internal mechanisms of reflection from the
specifics of external stimuli, which in the final analysis
can lead to a plunge to positions of "physiological" ideal-
ism.

The excessive overevaluation of the role of subcortical
structures characerizes a number of other foreign works on
the problem of closing conditioned reflexes (Gastaut,
Fessard, Ioshii et al). Not denying the specific role of
the cortex in the process of closing conditioned reflex
links, Gastaut at a symposium in 1957 asserted that "sub-
cortical structures and in particular the reticular for-
mation of the midbrain and prosencephalon evidently play
the primary role in the function of conditioned "closing",
and the cortex "is introduced secondarily into play through
nonspecific cortical projection systems" (H. Gastaut,
"Some Aspects of the Neurophysiological Basis of Conditioned
Reflex and Behavior", Ciba Foundation, S mposium of the
Neurological Basis of Behavior, Boston, 1957, page-s M--
255.) This "new theory of conditioned reflex activity", as
it was later called by Gastaut, constitts an open revision
of the basic point of the tachings of Pavlov on higher
nervous activity. Soviet scientists (Anokhin, Sarkisov,
Asratyan, Rusinov, Narikashvili, Trofimov et al) after
careful analysis of this theory demonstrated its lack of
foundation, recognizing at the same time that the work of
its representatives contains valuable factual material. A
large number of foreign scientists also oppose the concept
of primary closing of conditioned reflexes in the reticular
formation. The teachings of Pavlov direct us not to rep-
resent a simplified conditioned reflex on the same set pat-
tern for all cases. The conditioned reflex is of great
variety both In form and level of development, multi-faceted
in content, an extremely dynamic phenomenon. In the forma-
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tion of conditioned links the participation of various
structures of the brain differs, including that of the re-
ticular formation. For example, "The auditory analyzer
possesses more extensive capacity for closing the reflex
arc within the area of the embryonic neural tube, and the
optic analyzer -- within the atea of the optic chiasm"
(DzugAyev*, "Modern Data dnd Moot Questions in Teach-
ings on the Passages of the Btain", in the compendium

nostL Ugga MosowMedcalPublsh Hose,1950, page

727Therror of the representatives of this concept
consists in exaggerating the particular laws of closing
and transformation into all-encompassing laws. The general
gnoseological source of these concepts consists in a non-
dialectical and primarily non-historical approach to the
solution of the complex problem of interrelationships be-
tween the higher and iwer sections of the brain, as well
as in a non-dialectical solution to the relationship be-
tween absolute and relative truth in the progress of studies
In brain activity. Discovering new facets in the functions
of the brain, sme experimenters have begun to deny in a
relativistic manner those truths which have become solid
achievements of science, have not been rejected through new
research, but have merely been more accurately defined, made
more specific and given new content.

Incorrect theoretical conclusions from electrophysio-
logical experimental data have been seized by the enemies
of dialectical materialism and the materialistic teachings
of Pavlov. Concepts of the leading role of subcortical
structures in the formation of consciousness pour water on
the mill of the adherents of those reactionary idealistic
views which lead the campaign against reason and place ir-
rational, instinctive attractions in first place. At a
symposium in 1953 the Freudist Kubi, having heard a paper
by Penfield, stated that finally the "long delayed meeting
between psychoanalysis and modern neurology and neurosurgery"
had taken place (Archives of Neurology and Psychiatry, 1952,
Vol 67, No 2, page 191). Factual data obtained by neurology
and neurosurgery, with a correct interpretation, assail
and reject psychoanalytic and analogous concepts and con-
firm the materialist concept of the relationship between
the higher and lower forms of human mental activity.
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